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Topics:-Let’s fly, Insects you see,They live in groups,Looking 

same,Animals are useful ,Health in your mind,Food from plants and Fruits 

found in the world 

Name: ___________________                             Class II Sec.  _____  

Roll no._______                                                       Subject: G.K 

A) Fill in the blanks by choosing correct answer from the help box.      

     flock, plants, useful, camel, black, brace 

 

1. A _________ of sheep is grazing in the meadows. 

2. A gorilla has __________ face.   

3. A ________  carries goods and people from one place to another. 

4. Animals are very ____________ for us. 

5. Most of the food we eat come from the  ___________ .  

B) Choose the correct answer: 

1.   _____________ is also known as corn.    

        a)  rice             b) maize             c) wheat 

      2.  A __________ of monkeys is climbing on the branches. 

              a) troop            b) colony           c) brace 

      3.  A honeybee gives us__________ . 

              a) milk                 b) sweets            c) honey 

      4.   A ___________ has long and powerful  jumping legs . 

              a)  frog                   b) toad             c) mouse 

      5.   ____________ is our national bird . 

             a)  kingfisher          b) parrot          c) Peacock 

C) Who am I ? 

   barley ,  ostrich ,  peacock , durian , pigeon, wheat   

 

1. I am a bird. In ancient times, I was used to carry letters from one place to 

another. I am a ___________. 

2. I am a food crop. I am ground into flour, which is used to make rotis in 

India. I am a ____________. 

3. I am a bird that cannot fly but can run faster than horses. I am an 

____________. 



4. I  am an important food crop used in various drinks. I am also used as 

fodder. I am  _____________. 

5. I am a fruit that smells bad but has a great taste . I am also known as king 

of fruits. I am ______________ . 

 

D) Match the following: 

     1. Parrot                                       green leafy vegetable                 (    )             

     2. Colony                                     has curved beak                         (    ) 

     3. An elephant                             India is the largest producer     (    ) 

     4. Pulses                                      group of ants                              (    )                      

     5. Spinach                                   carries heavy load                      (    )        

E) State true or false. 

    1. A  humming bird has a curved beak.                                      (    ) 

    2. A hare is smaller than a rabbit.                                                (    ) 

    3. We get milk, wool and honey from animals.                        (    ) 

    4. Most of the food we eat comes from plants.                        (    ) 

    5. Male ostriches can roar like lions.                                               (    ) 

 

F) Identify the picture. 
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